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Peace One Day is incredibly proud to be a partner with Phillips de Pury for this auction. When the
photographer Bran Symondson first came to me with the idea for this project and Jake Chapman
agreed to curate, I never dreamed we would be where we are now. We have 24 remarkable, specially
commissioned artworks by globally recognised artists that will be auctioned in support of our
Global Truce 2013 campaign.
I founded Peace One Day in 1999 to document my journey to create the first ever annual day of
ceasefire and non-violence. In 2001 the day was unanimously adopted by United Nations member
states and fixed as 21 September – Peace Day. With the day in place, Peace One Day’s objective is
to institutionalise Peace Day, making it a day that is self-sustaining.
Peace Day has been proved as a window of opportunity for humanitarian organisations to focus
their ongoing life-saving activities within a global context, most notably in Afghanistan, where
4.5 million children have been immunised against polio due to Peace Day agreements since 2007.
Our Global Truce campaigns aim to build on these results, creating global coalitions in order to see
the largest reduction of violence on one day and the largest ever gathering of individuals in the name
of peace.
It is clear that the creative community has a role to play and a voice that can help increase
awareness and raise funds; the artworks featured within this catalogue clearly demonstrate this
and we hope will generate the funds to help us continue our work in 2013.
I’m honoured and deeply grateful to Phillips de Pury, Bran Symondson, Jake Chapman as curator,
and all the artists for their support for this project.
Jeremy Gilley

All images except Hirst and Lambie © Bran Symondson

Founder of Peace One Day

Peace One Day is incredibly grateful to the following organisations for their support with this project:
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1 Mat Collishaw

b. 1966

Harvester, 2012
reconstructed AK-47
90 × 27.3 cm
Estimate £2,500–3,500

Over the past decade, Mat Collishaw’s work has been
exhibited in numerous solo shows around the world, including
Camden Arts Centre, London (1995); Life/Live, Musée d’Art
Moderne de la Ville, Paris and The Brooklyn Museum, New
York (1998); Galeria d’Arte Moderne, Bologna, Italy (1999);
Museum of Contemporary Art, Warsaw (2000); Mat Collishaw,
Art & Public, Geneva (2004); Hysteria, Freud Museum, London
(2009); Retrospectre, BFI Southbank, London (2010); Creation
Condemned at Blain|Southern London (2010) Magic Lantern,
Victoria and Albert Museum (2010) and most recently
Vitacide, Tanya Bonakdar Gallery, New York (2012).
Other Criteria and Thames & Hudson have published books
with Collishaw’s work, and the Victoria and Albert Museum
recently commissioned Collishaw with a monumental on-site
project, Magic Lantern, installed in the cupola above the
entrance and which appropriates the very architecture of the
V&A, creating a beacon of light complete with an attendant
swarm of moths, and visible across London during the winter
months of 2010–11.

“for whatsoever
a man soweth,
that shall he
also reap.”

2 Rebecca Warren 

b. 1965

Robinson, 2012
AK-47 and hand-painted clay on painted MDF plinth
sculpture: 107 × 50 × 40 cm; plinth: 70 × 46.7 × 38.3 cm
Estimate £10,000–15,000

Rebecca Warren lives and works in London, where she trained at Goldsmiths College
and Chelsea College of Art. Her work has appeared in many group exhibitions,
including The Turner Prize at Tate Britain, London (2006), Unmonumental, New
Museum, New York (2007), The Vincent Award 2008, Stedelijk Museum CS, Amsterdam
(2008), Classified, Tate Britain, London (2009), the Saatchi Gallery, London (2011), and
ILLUMInations at the 54th Venice Biennale (2011).
She has had numerous solo exhibitions, including the Serpentine Gallery, London
(2009), The Art Institute of Chicago, The Renaissance Society at the University of
Chicago (2010), Museum Dhondt – Dhaenens, Ghent (2012), and next year, k.m, at
Kunstverein München e.V., Munich. Warren was nominated for the Turner Prize in 2006.

3 Gavin Turk

b. 1967

Entropic AK-47, 2012
AK-47 ground into dust, and vitrine
30 × 30 × 15 cm
Estimate £5,000–7,000

Gavin Turk is a British-born international artist. He has pioneered many forms of contemporary
British sculpture now taken for granted, including the painted bronze, the waxwork, the recycled
art-historical icon and the use of rubbish in art.
Turk’s installations and sculptures deal with issues of authorship, authenticity and identity.
Concerned with the ‘myth’ of the artist and the ‘authorship’ of a work, Turk’s engagement with
this modernist, avant-garde debate stretches back to the readymades of Marcel Duchamp.
In 1991, the Royal College of Art refused Turk a degree on the basis that his final show,
Cave, consisted of a whitewashed studio space containing only a blue heritage plaque
commemorating his presence ‘Gavin Turk worked here 1989–91’. Instantly gaining notoriety
through this installation, Turk was spotted by Charles Saatchi and has since been represented
by many major galleries throughout the world. Turk has recently been commissioned to make
several public sculptures including Nail, a 12-metre sculpture at One New Change, next to

Photo Andy Keate

St Paul’s Cathedral in London.

4 Jake & Dinos CHAPMAN

b. 1966/1962

Yin, 2012
fibreglass, paint and AK-47
88 × 50 × 36 cm
Estimate £25,000–35,000

Jake and Dinos Chapman make iconoclastic sculpture, prints and installations that examine, with
searing wit and energy, contemporary politics, religion and morality. Jake Chapman was born in 1966
in Cheltenham, Dinos Chapman in 1962 in London. Living and working in London, they have exhibited
extensively. Solo shows include Museo Pino Pascali, Polignano a Mare, Italy (2010); Hastings
Museum, UK (2009); Tate Britain, London (2007); Tate Liverpool (2006); Kunsthaus Bregenz (2005);
Modern Art Oxford (2003); and PS1 Contemporary Art Center, New York (2000). Group exhibitions
have included the 17th Biennale of Sydney (2010) and Rude Britannia, Tate Britain (2010).

5 Jake & Dinos CHAPMAN

b. 1966/1962

Yang, 2012
fibreglass, paint and AK-47
76 × 88 × 36 cm
Estimate £25,000–35,000

“After a meeting with
Jeremy Gilley at Peace
One day, my pessimism
was suspended in
favour of supporting
this audacious attempt
to intervene against
human injustice. We have
therefore assembled
a number of artists
prepared to do what
they can to collaborate
against apathy.”

6 Sarah Lucas

b. 1962

Yes, 2012
tights, fluff, wire, AK-47
84 × 109 × 84 cm
Estimate £20,000–30,000

Sarah Lucas makes sculpture, photography and
installation, her works characterised by confrontational
humour, sexual puns and an ironic exploration of
Englishness. Lucas uses readymade objects – whether
furniture, tabloid newspapers, tights, toilets or cigarettes
– which often suggest male and sexual female forms,
disembodied and gesturing limbs, penises, orifices
and other corporeal fragments. Lucas’s work achieves
a paradoxical combination of sturdiness and fragility,
inviting different interpretations from the tender to the
auto-erotic.
Lucas studied at the Working Men’s College (1982–83),
London College of Printing (1983–84), and Goldsmith’s
College (1984–87). She participated in the seminal group

She has since exhibited internationally with major

show Freeze (1988), and early solo shows included Penis

exhibitions including those at MoMA New York (1993),

Nailed to a Board, City Racing, London, and The Whole

Museum Boymans-van Beunigen, Rotterdam (1996),

Joke, Kingly Street, London (both 1992). In 1993, she

Portikus, Frankfurt (1996), the Freud Museum, London

collaborated with Tracey Emin on The Shop, a six-month

(2000), Sarah Lucas: Self Portraits and More Sex, Tecla

venture on Bethnal Green Road.

Sala, Barcelona (2000), and In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida (with
Angus Fairhurst and Damien Hirst) at Tate Britain
(2004). A retrospective of her work took place in 2005
at Kunsthalle Zürich, Kunstverein Hamburg, and Tate
Liverpool. Recent projects include ‘LUCAS BOSCH
GELATIN’ at Kunsthalle Krems, Austria, ‘NUZ: Spirit of
Ewe, Two Rooms’, Auckland, New Zealand (the product
of a three-month residency there), and a solo exhibition
at the Museo Diego Rivera Anahuacalli, Mexico City, in
spring 2012. In February 2012, Situation – a new gallery
dedicated to her work – opened at Sadie Coles, 4 New
Burlington Place, London. A major exhibition of Lucas’s
sculpture, Ordinary Things, is currently on view at the
Henry Moore Institute until 21 October 2012.

“Power is a problem (that’s
where it starts). Love. War. Sex.
Baby. Force. Good Guys. Bad
Guys. Asking for it. Fighting
for it. Mine. I want. Keep off.
All the usual shit. Everything
really. I make it a rule not to be
photographed with a gun.”

7 Damien Hirst

b. 1965

Spin AK-47 for Peace One Day, 2012
household gloss on AK-47
64 × 87.5 × 26.5 cm
Estimate £25,000–35,000

Damien Hirst first came to public attention in London in 1988 when he conceived
and curated Freeze, an exhibition of his own work and that of his friends and fellow
Goldsmiths College students, staged in a disused London warehouse. In the nearly
Hirst: photographed by Prudence Cuming Associates. © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All rights reserved, DACS 2012

quarter of a century since that pivotal show, Hirst has become one of the most
influential artists of his generation.
Hirst was born in 1965 in Bristol, UK, and lives and works in London and Devon. He is
one of the most prominent artists to have emerged from the British art scene in the
1990s. Hirst’s exploration of imagery is notable for its strong associations to life and
death, and to belief and value systems.
His solo exhibitions include Internal Affairs, ICA, London (1991); Astrup Fearnley
Museum, Oslo (1997); The Agony and the Ecstasy, Museo Archeologico Nazionale,
Naples (2004); Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (2005); For the Love of God, Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam 2008, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence (2010)/1 and Tate Modern, London 2012.
He has participated in numerous group exhibitions, including the Venice Biennale
in 1993 and 2003; Twentieth Century British Sculpture, Jeu de Paume, Paris (1996);
Extreme Abstraction, Albright Knox Art Gallery, Buffalo (2005); Into Me / Out of Me,
PS1 Contemporary Art Center, New York (2006); Re-Object, Kunsthaus Bregenz,
Bregenz (2007); and Color Chart: Reinventing Color 1950 to Today, Museum of Modern
Art, New York (2008).
He received the DAAD fellowship in Berlin in 1994 and won the Turner Prize in 1995.

8 Sam Taylor-Wood

b. 1967

AK-47 - 2012 RIP, 2012
concrete, wood frame, steel backing, AK-47
55 × 105 × 20 cm
Estimate £15,000–20,000

Sam Taylor-Wood makes photographs and films that examine, through highly charged scenarios,
our shared social and psychological conditions. Taylor-Wood’s work examines the split between
being and appearance, often placing her human subjects – either singly or in groups – in
situations where the line between interior and external sense of self is in conflict. Taylor-Wood
has also explored notions of weight and gravity in elegiac, poised photographs and films. TaylorWood’s first feature-length film, Nowhere Boy (2009), a look at the teenage years of John Lennon,
premiered at the London Film Festival in October 2009.
Sam Taylor-Wood was born in London in 1967 and has had numerous group and solo exhibitions,
including the Venice Biennale (1997) and the Turner Prize (1998). Solo exhibitions include
Kunsthalle, Zurich (1997); Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæk, Denmark (1997);
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington, D.C. (1999); Museo Nacional Centro
de Arte Reina Sofia, Madrid (2000); Hayward Gallery, London (2002); State Russian Museum,
St Petersburg (2004); MCA, Moscow (2004); BALTIC, Gateshead (2006); MCA Sydney (2006);
MoCA Cleveland (2008); and the Contemporary Art Museum, Houston (2008). In 2011, she received
an OBE.

“In recent times His Holiness,
the Dalai Lama has called for
the cultivation of world love
and compassion by eliminating
selfishness and greed. As war is
wholly based in selfishness and
greed, I can think of no better
way for us all to work towards
a GlobalTruce in uniting for
a day of ceasefire observed
unilaterally across the world.
I hope thatthe AK-47 Art work
project raises visibility and hope
forthis extraordinary cause.”

9

Antony Gormley b. 1950
Silence, 2012
6 mm square section mild steel bar and AK-47
40 × 200 × 7 cm, weight 5kg
Estimate £30,000–40,000

In a career spanning nearly 40 years, Antony Gormley has made sculpture that explores
the relation of the human body to space at large, explicitly in large-scale installations
like Another Place, Domain Field and Inside Australia, and implicitly in works such as
Clearing, Breathing Room and Blind Light where the work becomes a frame through which
the viewer becomes the viewed. Gormley’s work has been widely exhibited throughout
the UK with solo shows at the Whitechapel, Serpentine, Tate, Hayward Gallery, British
Museum and White Cube. His work has been exhibited internationally in one-man shows
at museums including Louisiana Museum of Modern Art (Denmark), Malmö Konsthall
(Sweden), Kunsthalle zu Kiel (Germany), Antiguo Colegio de San Ildefonso (Mexico City),
Kunsthaus Bregenz (Austria), State Hermitage Museum (St Petersburg), Deichtorhallen
(Hamburg) and Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil, São Paulo. Gormley was awarded
the Turner Prize in 1994, the South Bank Prize for Visual Art in 1999, and the Bernhard
Heiliger Award for Sculpture in 2007. In 1997 he received an OBE, and he has been a Royal
Academician since 2003.

10 Jim Lambie

b. 1964

Peace Meal, 2012
AK-47, metal cutlery, silver tape on board
135 × 111 × 14 cm
Estimate £15,000–20,000

Turner Prize Nominee Jim Lambie is a Scottish artist
renowned for recontextualizing everyday objects such as
doors, chairs and purses in order to produce new ways of
looking. Here, the artist has covered a piece of wood cut
to kitchen table top size in aluminium tape and buried his
AK-47 under layer upon layer of cutlery to obscure the
destructive object completely.
Lambie’s most recent solo exhibitions include those at
the Pier Arts Centre, Stromness, Orkney (2011); Goss
Michael Foundation, Dallas (2011); Jim Lambie: Selected
Works 1996–2006, Charles Riva Collection, Brussels (2009);
Unknown Pleasures, Hara Museum of Contemporary
Art, Tokyo (2008); Forever Changes, Glasgow Museum of
Modern Art (2008); RSVP: Jim Lambie, Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston (2008); 8 Miles High, ACCA Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia (2008); Secret Affair, Inveigler House,

“Divisions can
come together in
a very elemental
way, around
eating and
around the
meal. The title
of the work is a
wordplay onthe
term piecemeal.”

Edinburgh (2008); Directions, Hirschhorn Museum,
Turner Prize 2005, Tate Britain, London (2005); Thirteenth
Floor Elevator, Dallas Museum of Art (2005); Jim Lambie:
Male Stripper, Museum of Modern Art, Oxford (2003);
Voidoid, Transmission Gallery, Glasgow (1999); ZOBOP,
The Showroom Gallery, London (1999).
Group exhibitions include: Vanishing Points: Paint and
Paintings from The Debra and Dennis Scholl Collection,
Bass Museum of Art, Miami Beach, Miami (2011);
Compass, Gropius Bau, Berlin (2011), Drawings Collection,
MoMA, New York (2009); Color Chart, MoMA, New York
(2008), and Tate Liverpool, Liverpool (2009); Expérience
de la Durée, Biennale dArt Contemporain, Lyon, France
(2005); ZENOMAP, Venice Biennale (2003).

Photo: Ruth Clark and Sarah Lucas, © the artist, courtesy Maureen Paley, London

Smithsonian Museum, Washington, D.C. (2006); The Kinks,

11 Nancy Fouts

b. 1945

Don’t Touch, 2012
rose thorns and silver acrylic spray paint, with plinth
35 × 88 × 10 cm including plinth
Estimate £3,000-5,000

American-born Nancy Fouts has lived and worked in London for the past 40 years, first
graduating from the Chelsea College of Art and then the RCA. With her fresh approach to
ordinary objects, surrealist artist Fouts changes the way the viewer perceives everyday life.
The juxtaposition between shock and naivety tilts the original meaning of the object used on
its head to such an extent that its original meaning becomes obsolete and a new significance
is established. Fouts’s sculpted reinterpretations of inanimate objects and animals alike have a
knack for sending the mind of her audience on a wild roller-coaster ride of curiosity and intrigue.
Her sculptures are designed on paradox and juxtaposition: on expectation of the unexpected.
A self-proclaimed object hoarder, Fouts follows in the surrealist tradition of marrying unrelated
items to turn the everyday into the uncanny. Although Fouts’s humour is black at times, the
absurdity that is manifest in her objects and photographs show us an art prankster at play.

“I wondered if the gun
had killed anybody,
then Ithought how
many? as many as
there are thorns
on the gun? No one
knows how many.”
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12 Ryan Gander

b. 1976

To be able to draw the dark, you must
also be able to draw the light, 2012
wood, glass
180 × 30 × 30 cm
Estimate £4,000–6,000

Ryan Gander is an artist living and working in London and
Suffolk. He studied at Manchester Metropolitan University,
UK, the Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten, Amsterdam,
NL and the Jan van Eyck Akademie, Maastricht, NL.
Recent projects include dOCUMENTA (13), Kassel, Germany;
Locked Room Scenario, commissioned by Artangel, London;
Really Shiny Things That Don’t Mean Anything, Trybuna
Honorowa, Plac Defilad, Muzeum Sztuki Nowoczesnej w
Warszawie, Warsaw; ILLUMInations at the 54th International
Art Exhibition of the Venice Biennale; Intervals at Solomon
R. Guggenheim Museum, New York; and The Happy Prince,
Public Art Fund, Doris C. Freedman Plaza, Central Park, New
York.
Recent solo shows have been held at Lisson Gallery, London;
gb agency, Paris; Fondazione Morra Greco, Naples; Maison
Hermès, Tokyo; Jörg Johnen Galerie, Berlin; Annet Gelink
Gallery, Amsterdam; Okinawa Prefectural Museum, Okinawa.
A monograph by the artist, entitled Catalogue Raisonnable
Vol: 1 has been co-published by JRP|Ringier and Thea
Westreich/Ethan Wagner Publications.

“Maybeyou are
not sure the
AK-47 is in the
vitrine? You’re
being asked
to invest your
trust. Whether
or not the gun
is there, either
way it’s a pretty
good vanishing
act. You’re
meant to be
thinking about
the dichotomy
between Peace
and Violence
right? Yet you
are left staring
into a mirror,
looking back
at yourself.
This needs no
explanation.”

13 Harland Miller

b. 1964

The Way We Are Feeling, 2012
oil and AK-47 on walnut board
235 × 156 cm
Estimate £18,000–25,000

Harland Miller was born in Yorkshire, and is a writer and an
artist, practising both roles in a peripatetic career in Europe and
America. Group exhibitions include the Summer Exhibition at
the Royal Academy, London (2006, 2005, 2007), Direct Painting,
Kunsthalle, Mannheim (2004), and Fools Rain at the ICA, London
(1996). Solo exhibitions include Fig-1, London (2000), White Cube,
London (2002), Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York (2005), The
Fireplace Project, Long Island (2007), and BALTIC Centre for
Contemporary Art, Gateshead (2009).

“Taking its title
from the Grease
soundtrack and
incorporating a
broken AK-47 given
to the artist by
the foundation,
this work is a
witty plea for
a decisive break
with violence.”

“Tim and I are so pleased to
support this project, now
please can you ask Jake
Chapman to stop pointing
that gun at my head.”

14 Tim Noble & Sue Webster
Fuckit! Fuckit! Fuckit!, 2012
AK-47, metal
25 × 98 × 6 cm
Estimate £2,000–3,000

Tim Noble & Sue Webster have created a
remarkable group of anti-monuments in their
15-year career, mixing the strategies of modern
sculpture and the attitude of punk to make art
from anti-art. Their work derives much of its power
from its fusion of opposites, form and anti-form,
high culture and anti-culture, male and female,
craft and rubbish, sex and violence. They have
been awarded honorary degrees of Doctor
of Art at Nottingham Trent University
in recognition of their contribution to
contemporary British art and their radical
influence on younger generations of artists.
In 2007, they were awarded the ARKEN Prize at
Arken, Museum of Modern Art, Copenhagen for
their outstanding contribution contemporary art
internationally.

b. 1966/1967

15

Jeremy Deller b. 1966
As Seen on TV, 2012
gun and vinyl lettering on wall
dimensions variable; approximately 148.5 × 87.5 × 67.4 cm
Estimate £2,000–3,000

The work of English conceptual artist Jeremy Deller engages on a broad level with
popular and traditional culture; his forays into folk art are deliberately low-brow,
anti-urban and characterised by an entertaining lightness of touch. He often works
collaboratively. For the 1996 work Acid Brass, presented live and on CD, he instigated
the incongruous transcription of a number of acid house anthems for a traditional brass
band. The strange juxtaposition of traditional brass band and contemporary dance
music forced a revealing relationship between the old and the new and suggested the
possibility not just of a collision but of an interaction between the cultures represented
by these distinct musical forms.
This approach was continued in the exhibition The Uses of Literacy (Norwich, Gal., 1997)
for which Deller solicited and displayed material from fans of the rock group Manic
Street Preachers; this was later published in book form, again using a title borrowed
from a classic analysis of popular culture by Richard Hoggart (London, 1957).
Deller continued this accumulative, laissez-faire strategy in the Folk Archive project,
begun in 1999 with Alan Kane (b. 1961). The artists described this work as a ‘celebration
of subjectivity', and underlined the authenticity of the archived objects and documents.
An Introduction to the Folk Archive (2000), a selective display of their findings from diverse
sources such as morris dancing, gurning competitions and political demonstrations, was
included at the exhibition Intelligence: New British Art (London, Tate, 2000).
For the AKA PEACE project, Deller will install an AK-47 with radiating vinyl text relating
to the weapon.

A is for Apple,
K is for Killing,
47 million civilians

16 douglas gordon

b. 1966

Sketch for AK-47 Samovar, 2012
AK-47, metal samovar, tea cups, piano
146 × 147 × 149 cm including piano
Estimate £5,000–7,000

Douglas Gordon was born in Glasgow in 1966, and lives and
works in Berlin and Glasgow. After receiving a BA at the
Glasgow School of Art from 1984 to 1988, Gordon undertook
a postgraduate programme at the Slade School of Art in
London from 1988 to 1990.
Gordon has had major solo exhibitions at Tate Liverpool
(2000), Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (2001),
Hayward Gallery, London (2002), and Van Abbemuseum,
Eindhoven (2003). In 2005, he curated The Vanity of Allegory,
an exhibition at the Deutsche Guggenheim, Berlin and
released the film Zidane: a 21st-Century Portrait. Further
solo exhibitions include Superhumanatural at the National
Gallery of Scotland (2007), Between Darkness and Light at the
Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, Wolfsburg (2007), and Timeline at

Gordon was the 1996 recipient of the Turner Prize and the

MoMA, New York (2006).

Kunstpreis Niedersachsen, Kunstverein Hannover, Hannover.
In 1997 he was awarded the Premio 2000 at the 47th Venice

Recent solo exhibitions took place at the Lambert Collection,

Biennale, and received the DAAD Stipend in Berlin. In

and the Palais des Papes, Avignon (2008), DOX, Prague (2009),

1998 he was presented with the Hugo Boss Prize at the

Galerie Eva Presenhuber, Zürich (2009), DVIR Gallery, Tel Aviv

Guggenheim Museum in SoHo, New York as well as with the

(2009), and Art and the Sublime at Tate Britain, London (2010),

Central Kunstpreis, Kölnischer Kunstverein, Cologne and the

Gagosian Gallery, London (2011), Yvon Lambert, Paris (2011),

Lord Provost’s Award, Glasgow City Council.

MMK, Frankfurt (2011) and MoCA, Los Angeles (2012). His
work Henry Rebel will be shown at the 43 Basel Art Unlimited,

Most recently, in May 2008 he won the Roswitha Haftmann

Basel, and in September 2012 the Akademie der Deutschen

Prize awarded by the Kunsthaus Zürich and he will be the

Künste, Berlin will host a solo exhibition.

recipient of the Käthe-Kollwitz Preis 2012 awarded by the
Akademie der Künste, Berlin.

His film works have been invited to the Festival de Cannes,
Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF), Venice Film Festival,

In 2008 Gordon was Juror at the 65th International Venice

Edinburgh International Film Festival among many others.

Film Festival.

“Having spenT a lot
oftime in places like
Northern Ireland
andthe Middle
East I was always
confused bythe
fact that people
could offer you
a cup oftea with
the right hand and
point a gun at you
with the left hand.
Different hands,
different results.”

17 MARC QUINN

b. 1964

Playing Soldiers, 2012
Pigment print
81.9 × 112 cm
Estimate £3,000–5,000

Marc Quinn’s wide-ranging oeuvre displays a preoccupation with the mutability of
the body and the dualisms that define human life: spiritual and physical, surface and
depth. Using an uncompromising array of materials, from ice and blood to glass,
marble and lead, Quinn develops these paradoxes into experimental, conceptual works.

“I thought of the corruption
ofthe natural urge to play
which ends in child soldiers.”

18 Langlands & Bell

b. 1955/1959

Sign of the Times, 2012
painted steel, neon and AK-47
58.5 × 87.5 × 13.7 cm
produced by Neon Circus
Estimate £2,000–3,000

Ben Langlands and Nikki Bell live and work in London. They began collaborating in 1978
and have exhibited widely internationally throughout their career including in exhibitions
at Tate Britain and Tate Modern, Serpentine Gallery, and the Whitechapel Art Gallery, in
London; IMMA Dublin; Kunsthalle Bielefeld, Germany; MoMA, New York; The Central
House of the Artist, Moscow; Venice Biennale; Seoul Biennale, South Korea; CCA
Kitakyushu, Kitakyushu, and TN Probe, Tokyo.
In 2002 they were commissioned as official war artists by the Imperial War Museum in
London to research the aftermath of September 11 and the War in Afghanistan. In 2004
they won the BAFTA Award for Interactive Arts Installation for The House of Osama Bin
Laden the trilogy of works which resulted from their visit to Afghanistan. In the same
year they were nominated for the Turner Prize. Artworks by Langlands & Bell are in the
collections of many international art museums including the British Museum, Tate and
V&A in London; MoMA, New York, The Carnegie Museum of Art, Pittsburgh, and the Yale
Centre for British Art, in the USA; and the State Hermitage Museum in St Petersburg,
Russia.

“Intoday’s globalised world
the AK-47 is an iconic symbol.
It istimeto pause and reflect,
and de-mystify it a little in
the cause of peace.”

“I wanted to remove
the gun’s main
function which is to
shoot and kill and
make it out of stone
as if the gun had
been petrified. The
rainbow magazine
shoots rainbows
rather than bullets.
The Rainbow is a
universal symbol
of peace and
tranquility.”
Azagury-Partridge
19 Solange
Petrified

b. 1961

, 2012
AK-47 base in brass metal components; nickel plated then 24ct gold
plated; inner parts in malachite, jaspar and lapis lazuli; the magazine
has seven assorted materials including amethyst, yellow jaspar, lapis
lazuli, malachite and red jaspar
26.5 × 87.5 × 6.4 cm

Estimate £5,000–7,000

London-born jewellery designer Solange Azagury-Partridge began her career in jewellery first by working with
costume jeweller Nicky Butler, and then with decorative arts and jewellery dealer, Gordon Watson, where she
discovered great masterpieces of 20th-century jewellery.
It was her decision in 1987 to design her own engagement ring, set with a rough diamond and this was the
start of Solange's creative adventure as a fine jewellery designer. In 1990, she set up her own company and in
1995 opened her first shop in London’s Notting Hill, a jewel-box boutique that drew an international clientele of
jewellery connoisseurs and creative people in their quest for individual jewellery pieces.
Solange was handpicked by Gucci Group creative director Tom Ford to be creative director of the iconic
jewellery house of Boucheron, Place Vendôme, Paris, from 2001 to 2004.
Pieces for Boucheron and her own label are part of the permanent jewellery collections of the Musée des
Arts Décoratifs in Paris and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. She has shops in London, New York,
Beverly Hills, Hong Kong and Singapore.

20 Charming Baker

b. 1964

A Brief Holiday From Despair, 2012
AK-47 with drilled holes
50 × 108 × 15 cm
Estimate £2,000–3,000

Charming Baker lives and works in south London, and his work features in many
major international collections.
The Peace One Day project resonated with Charming Baker’s fascination for the
human condition, a recurring theme in both his painting and sculpture.
“I see beauty and I see brutality, they co-exist on so many levels”. Drilled, sawn and
sometimes attacked with a shotgun, Baker’s witty yet disturbing subversions of the
familiar have the rawness of a freshly grazed knee – the image caught just at the
point where the childhood game became a little too serious.

“Destroying the purpose of a
tool madeto destroy hasto be
a worthwhile way to directthe
energies of anyone, even artists.”

21 ANTONY MICALLEF

b. 1965

Improvised weaponhead, 2012
oil, plaster and polyester resin on board with AK-47
189 × 189 × 17.5 cm
Estimate £20,000–30,000

Antony Micallef appeared on the art scene in 2000, winning second prize in the
BP Portrait Award competition at the National Portrait Gallery. Since then his mix of
political imagery fused with contemporary expressionism has won him worldwide
acclaim. He illustrates many contemporary cultural aspects and connects them with
the human experience. Abstracted human forms delve beyond pop culture and bring
to the surface many of the things that operate beneath the cultural construct.
Micallef has exhibited throughout the world in locations including Los Angeles,
New York, Tokyo and Bethlehem. Recent group exhibitions include the Royal
Academy’s Burlington Gardens (as part of GSK Contemporary) and Tate Britain.

“The act of preparing a gun for
a piece of artwork was a new
experience in itself. As I cleaned
and dismantled the gun to suit
my purposes, I couldn’t help but
wonder about the sole intent
and purpose of why this object
existed in the world. It had scars
and history on its body like any
other living thing. Taking a weapon
of murder and trying to change it
into a piece of art was like taking
something psychotic and tryingto
persuade it to do tricks…The idea
that this was purely a device used
for aggression, hate and control
was very hard to subdue.”

22 Bran Symondson

b. 1971

Commodities, 2012
US dollar bills, AK-47 and magazine with
spoils of war
25.4 × 109.2 × 8 cm
Estimate £2,000–3,000

During his time working as a chef, Bran travelled through Africa

“Having experienced action whilst serving

where he realised a passion for the aesthetics of the world. Bran

in Afghanistan, and seeing how Afghan

applied himself to photography and has since worked with some

police adorned their AK-47s with roses and

of the most talented and prolific photographers in fashion and

stickers, I wanted to turn the most iconic

advertising including Nadav Kander, David LaChapelle, Mary

weapon in the world from one of fear and

McCartney and Gavin Bond to name a few. Seeking some diversity,

unrest to one of beauty and intrigue. This

he joined the Army reserves and served in Afghanistan several years.

has been the seed for creating the AKA

This experience was to change his outlook on life forever.

Peace project.

In 2010 Bran returned to Afghanistan on a photographic commission for

The piece I created is called Commodities.

the Sunday Times Magazine which later became the acclaimed exhibition

The irony of taking the most iconic weapon

The Best View Of Heaven Is From Hell! The photographs focused on the

in the world, and seeing the reinterpretation

Afghan National Police, their beauty and unexpected feminine ways in

of the AK-47 through these artists’ eyes,

such harsh environments. Many customised their AK-47s with bright

into one of beauty and intrigue is a powerful

coloured paint or adorned them with roses and stickers. These images

catalyst for hope and peace, and that is able

have formed the inspiration behind Bran’s ‘AKA Peace’ project.

to grow from a day of world peace.”

In 2011 Bran was awarded winner of ‘Amnesty International Media’
for his story in GQ entitled ‘Lost Boys’.

“Each bullet is filled
with a significant
commodity of what
makes the AK-47 one
ofthe world’s most
notorious weapons.
Earth (representing
land), oil, opium
poppy seeds (from
Afghanistan ) gold,
diamonds, cocaine,
blood, coffee, dove
feather & olive leaf
(Peace) and religious
symbols. The five
burnt dollar bills
on the bayonet
represent the five
friends I lost in
Afghanistan.”

23 Stuart Semple

b. 1980

Nimrod, 2012
acrylic, foam, vinyl and glitter on AK-47
26.5 × 87.5 × 6.4 cm
Estimate £2,000–3,000

Educated at Bretton Hall in the Yorkshire Sculpture

for his HappyCloud performance on London’s Southbank

Park, Stuart Semple came to prominence at the start

in which he flooded the city’s skyline with thousands of

of the millennium through making his distinctive social

pink smiley clouds at the height of the recession. In 2012,

commentary drawings available via eBay. Since then he has

Semple was the first visual artist to release a born digital

enjoyed many major international exhibitions dedicated to

body of work ‘EXIT’ exclusively on iTunes. This year, he has

his large scale canvases and installation works. His works

opened solo exhibitions It’s Hard to be a Saint in this City in

can be found in major international collections including

Hong Kong, Everlasting Nothing Less in Milan, a two-man

the Getty, Langen, David Roberts and Niarchos foundations,

show Post Adolescent Idealistic Phaze in Toronto, and he is

exhibited recently at the Goss-Michael Foundation and on

currently working towards his next London project at the

the walls of One Hyde Park. Semple is perhaps best known

Fine Art Society.

24 Laila Shawa

b. 1940

Where Souls Dwell, 2012
Swarovski crystals, rhinestones,
Japanese gold powder, feathers,
magnets and resin
30 × 87 × 7 cm
Estimate £2,000–3,000

Laila Shawa is a Palestinian/British artist born in

“The challenge of altering and removing the raison d’êtres

Gaza, Palestine. She received her formal training in

of an AK-47 was irresistible. While cleaning my gun, I

Egypt, Italy and Austria, and is considered one of the

found lumps of congealed blood in the barrel, which

most internationally influential artists in and from the

made my decision even more compelling. I turned it into a

Middle East. Her work focuses on socio-political issues,

jewelled object that can only be useless!!!

particularly the status of women, and the trauma of
children in war zones. She is known for her controversial

“I come from the most fought over country in history, and

approach to her subjects. Her work is collected by major

have a particular distaste for the damages and traumas of

museums and national galleries around the world.

wars. I feel that artists must speak out against the arms
race, wars, and the arms industry, which drives countries
to create unnecessary wars. The irrational killings must
be stopped.”

“The butterflies inthis
work representthe
souls of those who
were killed bythis gun.”
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